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Highly technical and specialised content
Highly valued by the university community High ranked research papers
Excellence
Out of reach for 
global society
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New initiatives for disseminating the 
content of publications
▶ Deciphering published articles
▶ Disseminating science
University community Senior high school students Large public
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A placemat for Uni-restaurants














 Recent (2017-2019) and high 
ranked publication
 Link with food (agronomy –
medicine – veterinary medicine)
 Involvement of researcher(s)





From the paper to the placemat
METHODOLOGY?
Reading of the selected paper
Consider additional
literature review
Selecting the most relevant 
parts of the study
Looking for analogies
Pathway used by a yeast to produce erythritol Microscopic factory
Adaptation to the target
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From the paper to the placemat
METHODOLOGY?
Discussion with the researcher
 Propose a first draft
 Ask about unclear points (content)
 Check the accuracy of analogies used
 Visit the lab
 Take / ask for pictures












From the paper to the placemat
LAYOUT?
Highlight the key 








On the trays of Uni-restaurants
DISTRIBUTION?
1st – 5th April 2019 • Mon-Tue: Veterinary Medicine
• Wed-Thu: Agora
• Fri: Gembloux Agro-Bio Tech
11:30 – 14:00
Evaluation form
Did you read this placemat…
 Completely
 Partially
 Not at all The content…
 Was too complex
 Had an adequate level
 Was too simple
Have you ever heard about 
this research before?
 Yes
 No Would you like to read placemats on 















83% read the placemat at least partially
Did you read this placemat…
 Completely
 Partially
 Not at all
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 Was too complex
 Had an adequate level
 Was too simple
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Analysis restricted to fully completed forms (138/156)
81% evaluated the level of the content as adequate
Of the 9 persons who did not read the placemat at 
all, 7 found the content too complex











Have you ever heard about 




Among the 129 answers, only 7 persons reported knowing
about this research, including 6 in Gembloux Agro-Bio Tech 
where the reasearch was performed Among fully completed forms, analysis restricted






Would you like to read placemats with























Comments on the content










Lessons learned from this first experiment
FEEDBACK
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▶ On site presence
– Introduce the placemat
– Explain the concept
▶ Double check authors / institutions 
implications in the paper, potential patents,…
Concluding remarks
CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES
▶ Value of bringing
research out of the labs
Recycled paper  Illustration / text
▶ Include self-service restaurants 
outside the university
▶ Potential improvements regarding the layout
Allow for reading
without moving the plate
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Catherine Vancsok
Project coordinator: Isabelle Halleux
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Recherche.uliege.be/essaimeurs
« Essaimeurs de Savoir » is a project funded by 
the Federation Wallonia-Brussels. 
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